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goals:
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results:
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- a unique execution environment
- the packaging layer is duplicated
- complexity (in particular when dracut is used with systemd)
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What are System Extensions good for?

Reminder:

- the initrd is a compressed cpio archive
- a sysExt is a GPT image with three partitions:
  - filesystem (e.g., compressed squashfs), dm-verity
  - signature for the verity data
- a network configuration daemon + sshd
- iSCSI / nfs / RAIDs / clevis / storage
- the full graphical stack
  - a11y!
  - i18n!
- the full sound stack
  - a11y!
- hardware enablement, incl. bluetooth
  (suggestions welcome)
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- Support for incremental builds
- Writes “manifests” of installed packages
- We are working on build reproducibility
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- “systemd credentials” will be used for configuration and local assets
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